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THE OPEN CAMPUS  
Mercedes-Benz Global Trainings Experience 2019 Dresden 
 
SALES TRAINING GOES DIGITAL. 
 

Digital transformation is leaving its mark all over commercial business. Across the globe, 
physical stores and outlets are disappearing. Whilst virtual platforms steal popularity and 
relevance.  
 
The OPEN CAMPUS. 
 

Tomorrow’s successful salespeople must be able to command this new world. And apply fresh 
digital processes – no matter how unusual or unknown.  Which is why Mercedes-Benz invited 
their 14.500 strong, global sales team to join them at Dresden Exhibition Center. Here – over a 
two-month period – they’ll combine completing a physical training circuit with a digital 
educational experience.  
 
OPENING 
 

Even before it’s got started, the atmosphere says it all. At the joint opening session – kicking 
off two days of training – participants sense their active role in a new digital movement. Not a 
corner of the exhibition space has been left untouched. And it’s been designed to represent an 
oversized, accessible interface. Alongside umbrella themes, product innovations and the 
training grounds can be individually configured. The results are personalized, detailed insights 
for each sales person.   
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ENTER THE GRID. 

Throughout the areas that make up OPEN CAMPUS – housed in a listed building – an 
immaterial, digitalized architecture leads participants from space to space.  It also serves to 
make the brand’s own transformation experiential. And visually of the time. Together, at the 
new EQ world, participants can experience the future of electric mobility – the Mercedes-Benz 
way. An the drive experience starts directly in the hall itself.  In the SUV area, the world 
premiere of the new MB GLB awaits and just around the corner, under younger compact cars, 
is the new MB CLA Shootingbrake. The sports element has certainly not been neglected. And 
there’s a separate AMG arena that rounds off the training circuit. 

LEARNscape. 

LEARNscape offers staff the chance to individually map their very own digital learning path. 
Staff can simply program in their personal learning goals according to prior training and how 
digitally savvy they are.   

CLOSING 

The two-day event culminates in a training extravaganza. Engineered to be an all hands, the 
training content is cemented via the "Digital Deep Dive". Here brand, products and sales 
training are consolidated. And individual learning, current tools and the corresponding digital 
processes shared. With a host of new knowledge, staff head back to their respective 
commercial locations.  

Mercedes-Benz Global Trainings-Experience 2019 – a state of the art experience in the fields 
of real and digital seamless B2B communications. 
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Fact & Figures 

12 months of project preparation 
10 weeks of training 
14,000 participants 
71 international markets 
5,300 instagram posts 
4.7 / 5 Stars Overall Performance 
4.9 / 5 Trainer Performance 

Statements 

“You created a playground with new and innovative training ideas and …. brought it to life” 
“To achieve our ambitious sales target, your contribution to the retail qualification is crucial!” 
“Face to face training will still be part of the blended learning approach” 
“You created the Open Campus that now belongs to everybody around the world” 
“You are the transformers of our new training philosophy” 

Dr. Martin Zimmermann, Vice President “Strategy, Alliances and Business Innovation”  Daimler AG 


